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can do to earn it." Well, he said he had been trying for eight times to get that

idea across and this man who was a leader in the church and a wonderful man from

everybody's viewpoint, finally had gotten the idea. People take ideas in at

various speeds. With some of them it is very slow. Some take them in very

quickly and then they don't stay very long. There are all sorts of minds, and

if we were saved in proportion as we have a clear understanding of correct

theology., I am afraid there wouldn't be very many that would ever come to

Heaven. But, we are saved because of our simple trust in the Lord Jesus Christ,

I shouldn't say because but rather because of what he did on Calvary for us. 1e

are united to Him by simple trust and it is the attitude of the heart that is

permanent and not our understanding. If we have a correct attitude of heart

we will seek to gain uixierstanding But some who have a very clear intellectual

understanding may actually be very inferior in God's sight than others who

have never attained as mach of understanding of truth as Chitian doctrine.

Now, as I say, we dan't judge Constantine as a theologian, as we would judge

a man who is a preacher, who ias a bishop or a leader in the church but the

evidence is that Constantine was a man of flesh and blood like ourselves,

subjected to - 15 - and to opportunities such as few of us ever are subjected

to, but a man who when you take his life as a whole was shown a constant interest
A desire himself

in and desire to advance Christianity and who showed at many timeto have a

personal relationship with Christ which Christianity presented. Personally I

feel that you may question whether Constantine was saved but I am ready to

question any man for God only knows the heart. I am ready to question any and

not ready to guarantee anybody's salvation.
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